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Blocks used in Star Rosette 6 
 
Center:  Make 1 - Oct 23rd        from The New Hexagon Perpetual Calendar   
1st Round:   Make 6 - Block 8: Marena from The New Hexagon book  
2nd Round:  Make 6 - Oct 27th *     from The New Hexagon Perpetual Calendar (Photo Step-Out Feature) 
 
 

Read all instructions before proceeding 

©2018 Katja Marek All rights reserved. Instructions are for personal use only. Each participant must own their own copy of The New Hexagon (©2014 
Katja Marek) and The New Hexagon Perpetual Calendar (©2016 Katja Marek) to make the blocks mentioned in these instructions. No commercial use is 
authorized. By that, I mean that you may not sell these instructions or make copies of the original blocks in the book or calendar to include with these 
instructions. You may however print these instructions for participants of a class, club, or Block of the Month program provided that each participant 
owns their own copies of the book and calendar. Please give credit to me as the designer if showing or selling a finished quilt. Paper Pieces 
(paperpieces.com) is the only company I have authorized to create and package English paper piecing papers and acrylics under my name.  

*	The	left	and	right	units	in	this	block	have	been	inadvertently	swapped.		



©2018 Katja Marek All rights reserved.  See details on page 1. 

Machine Piecing Photo Step-Out  
for the Oct 27th block from  
The New Hexagon Perpetual Calendar 
 

With a serving of humble pie 
aka everyone makes mistakes 

For this block you will need 4 - C3 (1 1/2” half-
hexagons), 4 - F6 (1 1/2” equilateral triangles), and 
4 - J5 (1 1/2” 6-point diamonds).  
I used largely tone-on-tone and solids, combined 
with 1-2 prints, all within 1 color family.  
Mark the seam allowance on the wrong side of each 
piece.  

I find it easiest to lay out the block, as I will be piecing it together. I then develop a 
piecing plan.  
In the case of this block, I’d piece 2 triangles and a diamond together to create a 
triangle unit. Make 2. I’d piece 2 half-hexagons and a diamond together to make a 
diamond unit. Make 2. Then I’d attach a triangle unit to a diamond unit to make a 
half-hexagon unit.  Make 2. Then sew the 2 half-hexagon units together to complete 
the block. 

If you choose to machine piece these blocks and backgrounds, it means stopping and starting 
at the 1/4” marks on every ‘Y’ seam.  
If you have a seam that does not require ‘Y’ seam piecing, sewing to the end of the seam is 
possible.  

- seam allowances can be pressed open or to one side as desired 
- backstitch to secure thread at each end of all ‘Y’ seams 
- better a stitch shy than a stitch over the 1/4” mark on inset seams 

For machine piecing: 
You will require the Millie Star window acrylics with 1/4” 
seam allowances for the star rosettes, plus the acrylics with 
1/4” seam allowances and drilled corner holes for the 
background pieces, both available at: www.PaperPieces.com 
1/4” seam allowance window acrylics are the perfect tool for 
cutting your fabrics, whether or not you decide to fussy-cut. 
The 1/4” seam allowance will also allow you to mark the 
sewing line onto the reverse side of the fabric.  
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The	October	27
th	block	

The	H
um

ble	Pie	version	

While piecing this block, I accidentally switched the 
left and right diamond units. By the time it was 
noticed during Martingale edits of my Shop Guide, 
the quilt was already quilted and it was too late to 
fix my mistake.  
So this month I offer my apologies and will show you 
a side-by-side comparison of the correct block, and 
the humble pie version. 	



©2018 Katja Marek All rights reserved.  See details on page 1. 
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Sew an F6 triangle to 2 adjacent ends of a J5 diamond to make a triangle unit. Make 
2. No ‘Y’ seams are contained within these units, so sewing to the end of the seam is 
permitted.  
Sew 2 C3 half-hexagons to a J5 diamond to make a diamond unit. There is a ‘Y’ seam 
in the center of this unit, so be sure pin and stop at the 1/4” mark where the pieces 
come together in the center of this unit. Make 2.  
If you want to be sure to end up with beautiful piecing results, make sure to pin all 
intersecting seams. 

The	October	27th	block	 The	Humble	Pie	version	
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Make one of the center Oct 23rd block 
six of the 1st round blocks, Block 8: 
Marena. Attach the 1st round blocks 
one at a time around the center block, 
and then close all the seams between 
the blocks. Once the blocks are 
completed each outside edge of the 
hexagon block can be treated as one 
seam (no stopping and starting at 
every intersecting seam is required), 
but make sure to pin all points and 
seams.  
Make the six Oct 27th - 2nd round (star 
point) blocks (featured in this photo 
step-out), and attach them to the 
outside edges of the 1st round blocks.  

Congratulations 
on finishing 

your 8th 
Star Rosette! 

Sew a triangle unit to a diamond unit to create the half-hexagon unit. Make 2.  
Sew the 2 half-hexagon units together making sure they are on the correct side, 
unlike my Humble Pie version at right below.  
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The	October	27th	block	 The	Humble	Pie	version	


